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Abstract

Atmospheric extinction in uideband photometry is examined

both analytically ancJ tnrou_lh numerical simulations, If

tl_e derivatives that appear in the StrlSmgren-Ktng theory

are estimateO carefully, it appears that uideband

measurements can be transformed to outside the atmosphere

with errors no ;_reater than a mlllima9nltuOe, h numerical-

analysis approach is used to estimate derivatives of both

the stellar ancl atmospheric-extlnctlon spectra, avoiding

previous assumptions that the extinction follows a power

la_, However, it Is essential to satisfy the requirements

of the sampling t_eorem, to keep aliastng errors small,

Typically, this means that band separations cannot exceecl

half of tile tull width at half-peak response, Further work

is needed to examine higher-orOer effects, which may Nell

be significant,
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I ntr OdUC ti on

The reduction of wioebancl photometric observations to

outside the atmosphere, and thence to some standard system9

are incompletely solved proolems of long standing, As was

sho_n by Ben_t StrtJmgren [1937], and emphasized by Ivan Kinq

[195Z], these problems are intimately relatedl for we may

re,3ard the extinction correction as a color transformation

that depends on air mass,

This proOlem is hardly new, In the very earliest

photoelectric photometry, GutnntcK and Pra@er ligl_] found

that "The correction tot extinction is one of the most

difficult problems for such exact measurements as can be

reached by photoelectric methods,,,, The extinction is

dependent on the spectral type to a high degree, Under

normal transparency conditions, the ratio of the

photoelectric to the visual extinction is about 2,2 for the

middle of class B_ about 2,0 for class A, eCc,, about 1,3

for class Pla, It _ill apparently turn out later that these

factors themselves are also functions of the zenith

dl stance,, • ,"

Indeed_ Forbes [18_2] had already found "That the

tendency to absorption through increasing thicknesses

of air is a dinJinishing one,,,, Hence the amount of vertical

transmission nas al_ays hltnerto been greatly overrateO_
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or the value of extra atmospheric solar radiation greatly

underrated.... The physical cause of this law of absorption

appears to de the non-homogeneity of the incident rays...."

The first analytical treatment of these problems was

made by d._trOmgren [1937], Nno sho_ed that if the spectral

sensitivity curve of a photometric instrument is fairly

narro_ a Taylor series expansion of the stellar spectral

irradiance curve about the instrumental centroid

wavelength allows the extinction to be expressed in terms

of the monocnromatmc extinction at this wavelengtht with

a correction term proportional to tne square of the

Instrumental bandwidth. This approach was developed

further by Kln_l [1_)52], using a more compact notation.

King's paper Is required reading for anyone who wants to

understand heterocnromatic extinction.

The correction terms involve first and second derivatives

of both the stellar spectral irradiance and (in the

extinction proDlem) tne atmospheric transmission. As is

sno_n by Kln_ [Z9_2] and Youn_ [197_]_ the first derivatives

may De approximated by the colors of the stars and the

redJening of the atmosphere, respectively, King [195Z]

shows that the second derivative for the stars can be

neglected, anO that -- under certain assumptions tnat wtll

be discussed below -- tne second derivative for the
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atmosphere can be related to the first derivative.

Although the corrections are traditionally made by using

color indices as independent vartables_ Cousins and Jones

[1976] found tllat "no equation involving B-V and U-B only

will predict the extinction correctly for all luminosity

types and different degrees of reddening.... The difference

m
can exceed 0oUI. Without more informationp direct or

Inferred_ no rigorous colour correction is possible either

for extinction or for colour transformation**.. H Similar

conclusions Nere reached independently by Manawewala [Z976]J

see also Blanco [1957]_ and l:ig.Z, of Young [197_].

Some years a_lo_ the accepted wisdom Nas trial these

difficulties were due to the _reat Nldth of the UBV passband$,

and that tntermedlate-passband systems such as uvby Nould

prove far superior. Howeverp bandNldth effects ace

proportional to the square of the passband wldth_ _htch

is about 3 times narroNer for uv_j than for Ut_V_ hence_ If

this sere the only problem, such difficulties should be

nearly an order of magnitude smaller for uvby than for UBV.

_ut_ after the most strenuous efforts at

standardizations iJIsen [1983] found typical systematic

differences oetNeen 4-color data from northern and southern

stations on the order of 0.00_ mag.p and unexplalnea systematic

errors of several nundredtns of a magnitude for a number
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of individual stars. These figures are only about a factor

of Z better than has been done in comparably careful UBV

photometry. Hanfroid [1985] says that "reduction of many

observing runs in the uvby system with various equipment

shows that errors as nigh as .L)5 magnitude, and more, are

not uncommon." Indeed, t4anfrold and Sterken [1987] have

recently shown systematic errors as large as a third of a

magnitude in careful uvby observations, taken at a good

site (La $111a), calibrated Nlth dozens of standard stars,

and reduced by reliable techniques.

Furthermore, the most precise published photometry

appears to be that done in the Geneva system [see Fig.2 of

Youngp l_t_a], wl_icn has been reproduced to better than

0.003 mag. for ,el l-ooservecl stars [cf. Table IV of Rufenerp

1981]. This precision is all the more remarkable because

the Geneva bands are comparable in ,idth to those of the UBV

system, and, like those of UBV, are defined by glass rather

than interference filters and Dy the tail of the

photocathode response function -- unlike the supposedly

superior and "filter-deflned" UVDy bands. Clearly, there

is more to precision than bandwidth alone.

_ecause tile Geneva workers have been extremely careful

to determine and use derivatives correctly, one suspects

that a careful examination of the derivative problems
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would be helpful, I have already suggested [Young, 197_;

198_tD] that one proDlem witn the traditional approach is the

relztively poor approximation to the first derivatives

provided by spectral ly unoersampled elata; unfortunately,

all existing pnotometric systems violate the requirements

Imposed by the samplin@ theorem (though the Geneva system

is less unoersampled than most).

This has been conf&rmeo by Hanfrola [19853, who shows

that precision can be greatly improved by using a second

set of filters slightly displaced from the normal set, to

estimate more accurate first derivatives. I show below

that both first and second derivatives can be determined

accurately, and that such improved estimates lead to much

more accurate ext#nction and transformation corrections.

In the pastt precision on the order of 1 percent was

regarded as "good enough" for most problems, though this

Involved an elemenl; of circular reason|n_: the lack of

better measurements prevented anyone from even considering

investigations that required .nuch better than 1 percent

precision. Today, however, there are a number of problems

whose photometric stucly clearly requires precision on

the order of one milllmagnitude or better: the _etectlon

of planetary systeas L_orucKi, 19_]; stellar seismology

[Fossat, 19t_; Hudson, 198_]; inventory&n_ the Sun's comet
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cloud [Meinel and Melnels l_Sb1_ nonlinear dynamics of

pulsating _hite dHarfs [Auvergne and 8aglin_ 19863o We may

take tnis as a nominal goal to reach-- roughly an order of

magnitude oetter than current practice. Helntze eL al.

[19t_] and Schmldt-Kater [198_] have even suggested that

stil I s_al let errors coulo De oDtained from the ground.

It is _enerally accepted that major advances in ground-

based photometry Hill require multl-channel techniques_

to remove atmospheric transparency variations. Howeverp

the price that must De paid is the problem of calibrating

the different channels against one another_ this is

essentially the transformation problem. Whether He use

multichannel instrumentation or not_ He cannot expect to

do enormously oetter than 1¢ if the model used to represent

tne heterochromatlc extinction is no better than 1¢.

A number of distinct issues must be resolved. The question

of adequate spectral saapling Nas raised above. But, even

Hith properly sampled datap ho_ should the derivatives be

extracted from the data_ And_ even I_efore these questions

can De discussea, there is a conceptual problem Hith the

derivatives that needs clarification; so let us begin Hith

It,
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Heaning of the t_erivatives

Outli ne of the -[neory

To see _ny there is a problem with these derivatives, let

us revie_ _here they come from. Let I(_) be the stellar

spectral Irractiance functlonj let t()_, z) be the atmospheric

transmission function

t(_, z) • exp[-A(/_ ) Pt(z)/1.OOb] _ (1)

Hhich King [Iv_Z1 rather inconveniently calls O(_)o Here

A(_ ) is the _a_elength-clependent extinction coefficient

in nagnltudes per air massj Ptlz) is the air-._ass function of

zenith distance z_ discussed at length by Young [Z974]J and

Z.O_lO is _nort for Z._tln(lO) = J.oO8573bL..o_ which Is the

conversion factor oet_een natural loaarlthms and logs to

the Dase 2o)li: (l°e°_ magnitudes), As the following

discussion focuses on the _avelength dependence_ we shall

usually omtt the z dependence of t(_)o

Zf the response function of the Instrument (incluOing

the telescope _ptlcs) is k(_ )_ the quantity measured Nhen

He ol)serve tnls star is

King [1952] splits the integrand into an instrumental partp

k( _ )J and the rest:_

$(_ , = l( _, t( _ ), (3)

_hich chan_es from one observation 1;o the next°
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The heart of the StrUmgren-King method is to expand S(l )

in a Taylor series about some central _avelength, X !
0

1 )Z
o o o 2 o o

where primes denote wavelength derivatives, The integral

(2) can then be done termNise:

/ /
0

J+ - ( - R ooo •
2 0

(5)

Thus; the part of the measured light that changes is

expressed in terms of the transmitted spectral distribution

$ and its clerivatives, evaluated at /_ ; and the lnvarlant
0

instrumental Influence ts expressed by the moments of the

response function _ aDout I

the centrold Navelength

ko f,c X,

box; if _ is chosen to be
0 0

; 16)

the S I term in (5) vanishes; and Ne have only

L • K,)4) d)_ $ * $ (7)

2
_here _C

Z
ts tne normalized second central moment of k(1 )t

2

S 2
o

J'.( X )aX
• (8)
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King tnen expresses S" in terms of the derivatives

of I(_) and t(_)l

_'° = l't * Z Z't* * It" , (9)

_hich allo_s the measurement to be expressea in magnituaes

as foIIowsl

m = m * A( _ )Nlz) - _.08b in (I * x) _ (10)
obs o o

4here m is the observed instrumental mignitude_ m is
obs o

the magnitude that would have been measured outside the

atmos pnere, and

2

X = - (/_Z1"/I) .......... ( A"IA) +

.,z,,,x,( L X ......... (X ,,,,,
1.0_o

(11)

All the parenthetical expressions are evaluated

The Derivative Problem

at _ .
0

Nowp the d|tficultx is to assign proper significance to

the derivatives lm and I", evaluated at _ o What is intended
0

is obviously not what is saio literally, for stellar spectra

are cluttered _lth absorption lines, If /_ happens to
o

fall on the sloping siae of a line, {;' Nill be enormous, and

obviously untypical of the general run of the spectrum in

the region a few nunored Angstroms wide that is of Interest
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in photometry, lJoth StrlJmgren and King neatly sidestepped

this question by considering only black Dodies in their

exa,_ples, Yet _e must cleal _Ith real starsj Nhose spectra

plainly cannot De represented accurately by any low-order

Taylor series,

Evidently_ the only sensible physical interpretation

of these derivatives is that they refer not to the true

stellar energy dlstributton_ Nhich fluctuates wildlyp but

to some smooth function that approximates It_ and that has

well-behevecl derivatives, As only first and second

derivatives appear in {11)_ Ne may suppose that a parabolic

approximation is useO,

If we Nrite the true stellar spectral irradiance as

s r

where I and I are the smoothed intensity and the
s r

remainder, after subtracting tne smoothecl irradlance from

the true one_ _e want to choose the smoothing so that all

the precedin_ equations are true when I and its
s

derivatives are used in place of the true I( _ )_ It_ and In,

In particular_ suppose ,_e use (2Z, in (Z)_ so that

J J
s r

Then the second term in (13) ,nust be zero_ tf Kingls

formulae are to De true for I • To make
s

(13)
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r

expand t(_ ) in a Taylor series aOout _ [chosen according
o

to (6)]. This expansion is generally _ell-deflnedj because

t(_ ) is quite smooth, provided that Ne avoid spectral regions

containing sharp molecular absorption lines. ]hen

f Z
2 0 _ 0 r

(15)

Because t(_ ) and its derivatives depend on air mass, and
o

change from nignt to night, (15) can be generally true only

if each of these integrals vanishes. For a given star_ and

hence a given i(_ ), equat0ng each Integral to zero provides

three conditions on i , and hence on I •
r s

These are the

three conditions required to choose the parabolic function

I ()_) uniquely.
s

In _hac folloNs_ 1 assume that this choice has been

made_ so that all the formulae refer to I and its _ell-
s

defined derival:ives_ instead of to I. The subscript s _ill

be suppressedp but must be understood to be present

throughout.

Evaluating the Derivatives

Although the discussion above clarifies the meaning of

the derivatives that appear in (11)_ it does not provide any
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way to evaluate them in practice. The .hole point of

broadband photometry is to avoid spreading the light of

faint stars out int;o spectra, _hich would be necessary to

evaluate the moment integrals in (15). We need to obtain

the derivatives in (11) from the photometric data themselves.

King [JLg_Z] used a color index to estimate Z'p and this has

been the traditional practice ever since. He pointed out

that I" acts primarily as a zero-polnt shift that is

independent of air mass, so that for many purposes it can

be ignored. Young and lrvine [1967] and Young [197_] use

the reddening poNer of the atmosphere to estimate Am_ this

Is exactly analogous to using a stellar color index to

estimate I m,

However, the A" term cannot De ignored, King [195Z] argued

that the wavelength-dependent part of the extinction is

mainly Raylei_h scattering, and hence proportional to

Because A' appears in (LI) only in the combination (k A0/A)9

.i_lch is tne logarithmic derivative of A( k )p end hence

a constant if _(_) is a po_er lawp King argued that the value

of this constant: is-_. His assumption of power-law extinction

also allo_e_ the second derivative A" to De expressed in

terms of A m.

If _e consider the scattering part of the extinction,

even the Rayleigh scattering is not exactly a po,er law_
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because the dispersions of the refractivity ancl the

anisotropy of the polarizability make the molecular-

scattering extlnction steeper than [Young, 198Z;

Bates, 19bCj Nicolet, L_8¢]. On the other nand, the aerosol

extinction is much flatter, and is usually near 1/_.

Because the aerosol extinction dominates at long

_avelengths, and the molecular scattering at short

wavelengths, the logarithmic derivative of A(_) is closer

to-¢ in the violet and closer to-i in the red.

On top of this, there is very strong absorption by ozone

below about 350 rim, and more than lY. absorption in the

Chappuis bands between about 500 and 680 nm [Vigroux, 19531

Inn and Tanaka, 1963i Gri_gs, lgb_]. This band absorbs more

than 0.1 percent in the zenith between about ¢50 anO 850 rim.

Thus, A(I ) cannot be regarded as a power law function

In accurate NOrK, despite the pedagogical utility of this

crude approxJmatlon. However, if A(_) Is not m power

law, then not only is (I Ae/A) Navelength-dependent, but

we cannot express the second derivative in terms of the

first. In fact, the A" term

ZA" d (In A)

A 2  olnX/
d(In_ )

(16)

involves both the first and the second logarithmic

derivatives of A(_ ). If A(_ ) ,era a po_er ia,. its second
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logarithmic derivative would vanishp and (16I would provide

a very simple estimate for the A" term in (11). Zn realityp

Ne must estimate the second togarltnmic derivative of A(/_ )

in addition 1:o the first.

Zn 19_, unly one color Index (the old International

color Index) was in common usep and the plethora of modetn

multicolor systems had not yet been Invented. Even the USV

system had not been formally introduced. Thus it ,as quite

natural for King to try to make a single color Index do

everythings only one was available. But today_ we need not

be so restricted,

If _e measure only two points on a function, we can

fit a straight: line through them. This linear fit allows

us to estimate odin the function and its slope at any point.

If we have "three data, we can fit a parabola_ and determine

the curvature (i.e.p a second derivative) as well. Even if

the data are unequally spaced, standard techniques of

numerical analysis allow us to find these derivatives at

any point.

X propose to adopt this numerical-analysis point of vlewp

so as to estimate the A TM term. Though this may appear novelp

it is really quite similar to Nhat is already done for

stars in a n_mber of multicolor systems. If the bands are

nearly equally spaced in wavelength_ we can use one color
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Index to estimate the slope of a starms spectrume and the

difference of two neighOoring color inaices to estimate

Its curvature, _n fact, such curvature indices as m and
1

c in the uvby system are already quite familiar to
1

photometrlstso

If three bancls are exactly equally spaced in wavelengthp

or three samples of any function are equally s_aced In its

argument_ it is well known that the first derivative at

the central point is better estimated by the slope between

the two encl points than by the slope betNeen the central

one and either of its neighoors_ provided that the samples

are sufficmently close together that higher-order terms

can be negiecced, (This fact is used in the reduction of

photometry in the Geneva systemj this must surely be another

reason for the excellent precision of trre published Geneva

results,) The reason is simply that three points allow

parabolic approximation, Nhich Is generally better than

the linear approximation through two neighboring points,

If the tnree points are unequally spaced_ the derivative

of the function can still be expressed as a simple weighted

sum of the three ordlnatess folloNing standard Lagranglan

Interpolation methods, In the general case, the weight of

the central point is not zero, as it is for equal spacing,

The details of the derivation are given In tne Appendix,
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However, this process only makes sense if the bands

overlap enough that a polynomial passing through their

average intensities at their effective Navelengths is a

goo,J representation of the smoothed spectral lrradlance

functlonp as defined above. In other xords, the smoothed

irradlance must De sampled at intervals (i.e., band spactnqs)

close enough to satisfy the sampling theorem [Young, 197_].

No existing photometric system does thlsp though the Geneva

system comes closed

Numerical Simulations

To illustrate the improvements possible Nlth adequate

sampi Ing and accura¢e data reduction, | have done several

simple numerical simulations of _ldeband photometry and

reductions. For simplicity, I used symmetrical passbands,

to Keep third-order effects negligible. Both inherently

smooth spectra (a set of black bodies, and a set of artificial

continua parabolic In the logarithm of spectral lrradlance)

and realistic spectra taken from the tables of Gunn and

Stry_er [1963J ,ere multiplied Dy standard atmospheric

transmission functions for 1.0, 1.5, Z.O, and Z.5 air

masses; multiplied by cosine-squared response functions

5UO Angstroms _mde at halt maximum; and integrated, to give

synthetic observational data. Similar calculations without

the atmospneric transmission gave true extra-atmospheric
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values for each instrumental system.

In each casep tne central band of a 3-band system was

kept fixed at _bUu Angstroms_ band spacings of lOOp ZOOp

300, and 5UO Angstroms were used for the stars. The columns of

Table Z show the stanOard deviation (root-mean-square

residual per degree of freedom); the maximum residual In

the middle (_50U A) band -- a rough measure of internal error;

and the maximum error in the extra-atmospheric magnitude

in the middle band calculated from the fitted parameters.

This last column is a rough estimate of external error.

The taole concentrates on the results for the mtdale

band, because it is the same for all casesj the outer bands

move as the band spacing changes, and so are not strictly

comparable from case to case. Nevertheless, It is worth

remarking that tt_e errors in the shortest-wavelength band

are about double tnose for the m&dclle band so long as the

spectra are smooth, or the oands are closer than 300 Angstroms.

For 300 A spacing, the errors at the shortest wavelength are

about _ times tnose for the middle hanoi for 500 A spacing9

they are aoout 5 times larger.

Thus, the Table suggests that sampling for real stellar

spectra is adequate at ZOO A spacing; marginal at 300 A; and

wholly inadequate at SOu A, wnlcn Is the full width at half-

maximum of the bands. The aiiasing errors are thus small
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for band s_acings oeloN half the FWHHp and increase rapidly

at larger spacings, Furthermore, as only a dozen stars have

been used, ancl Ne may expect the worst error from a larger

set of stars to De somedhat larger, it appears that

millimagnitucle accuracy can be achleveO with I)ands as

broad as 5UO k if their spacing is about ZSO A,

The reader should bear in mina that these bands were

perfectly symmetrical, so that third-order terms (which

involve the third central moment of the passband) were

ellminatedo Real filters always produce markedly

asym_etrical passbanos, so we may well need to include the

next-order terms in the expansions. Unfortunately, the

resources avaitaDle for this work did not allow a thorough

investigation of the spacing required to reach a given

level of precision with realizable passbands.

As the atmosphere is part of the instrumental system,

the success In transforming tnese pseudo-observations

from inside to outside the atmosphere to millimagnitude

accuracy suggests that the transformation problem between

different instrumental systems can also be satisfied with

properly sampled data, using this same numerical-

interpolation approach.

C onc I usl ons

8a_dwldtn etfects do not seem to be a serious l imitmtion
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to the precision and accuracy of broaOband photometryp if

they are moclelled correctly. This requires both a more

detailed understanding of the Oerivatives that appear in

the classical _trSmgren-King type of analysisp and the use

of well-estaolished numerical-analysis methods to determine

all the required derivatives directly from the

observational data.

Numerical simulation experiments show that

mlllimagnltude accuracy can be achieved -- roughly an order

of magnitude improvement over conventional methods-- even

_llth bands as broad as 5_0 Angstroms (full width at half

maximum). This is similar to the _idth of the UBV bands.

However, much closer spacmng (about ZOO Angstroms) Is

required than the roughly 1000 Angstrom spacing of the UBV

bands. Thus_ the low accuracy of USV photometry seems

primarily to be due to its violation of the sampling

theorem, as pointed out earlier [Young, 197h].

As the uvby h-color system is even more unclersampled,

one _ould expect even larger aliasing errors to occur in

It; and, Indeed, errors exceeding a tenth of a magnitude

are reported oy Manfroid and SterKen [1987], even tn careful

worn where many standards are used and the extinction is

well determined.
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Append ix

the extension of the Stramgren-Klng method to higher-order

terms requires derivatives of both the smoothed stellar

spectral irradiance I and the atmospt_eric extinction A•
s

as functions of wavelength, Suppose we sample these

functions at three unequally spaced wavelengths determined

by the instrumental filters, We need to know the relative

spacings of the samples (ioe,• the photometric passbands)•

which are required in the Lagranglan interpolation and

differentiation formulae,

Let us suppose that the middle sample (band) is displaced

a fraction f of the separation of the outer two from their

midpoint, Thus• f may run from -I/Z at the shortest of the

three wavelengths Co +1/2 at the Iongestj it _oula de 0 if

the middle band were exactly midway between the others,

(Obviously• we Nilt try to choose filters that make f small,)

For the same of generality• let us use x for the

independent variable and y for the dependent va¢iablep

rather than wavelength• spectral irradtance• extinction,

or any other specific quantity. Our three samples are at

x • x p and x _ and the functlon values are y j y
O i Z 0 1

In terms of f, the middle sample is at

x - - (x + x ) + f (x - x ) .
1 2 u Z Z 0

(A1)

Now• if we .ant the function value somewhere in the interval
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from x to x _ let us slmtlarly specify the Interpolation
0 Z

position by a parameter g defined like ft so that g runs

fro,n -I/Z at x to ÷IlZ at x ; g = f at the middle
0 Z

sample, In terms of f and 92 Cne interpolating polynomial is

Y(g) - .................tf • 1,2_ Yo " 7;-7-175;-77-=-1;_; ' 1

(f - g) (g + l/Z)

(f - IIZ) Z
(A2!

and its derivative Is

(f + 312) 1
y=(-Zl_) • ........ y ............ y

if + Z/Z) 0 (f + IlZ) If - 112) 1

at x ;
0

(f ÷ liZ}

(f - llZ) YZ
(A3$)

(f o 112i

y'if} • * .........if + 11_) YO

If + IlZl

- T;':-i7;7 y2

Z f

................... YlIf ÷ 1t2) If - liZ)

(A3b)

at x ; and
1

y,(+l/:, _} •
(f - 1t2)

.......... YO(f + .L/Z) * TT-T-[7_TDTT-:-1737Yz

(f - 3/Z)

÷ ......... Y_(f - l/Z)
(A3c1

At all three points_ the second derivative ts
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2 Z
_,,. + ---------y - _.____.____________y

If t 1/_./ g If + l/Z/ l/ - I/Z/ 1

2

+ ......... YZ •(f - 1/_|

Independent of g, as the seconO Oerlvatlve of a parabola

Is a constant,

Now Ne can Nr|te Eq,(11) in the text as

Z

1- II"'" "'"""{
2 _ Xo/ - -'7:;;;-- '" + '"' +

a m [ Z mI .......... a = ] • (A§)
1. 080

Nhere

d In I d In A
_1 I • ....... _ a ! • .......

d In X d In

g g
d (in I) d (In A)

2 2
(d In I ) (a In X )

!
and all expressions are evaluated at _ .

0

de non set a - In A • for i - 1• Z• and 3 .
i i

Thenp for

g • I' (the middle band)• Eq, (A3o) gives

[ (-<_)]_r ''- _'_' _,
a' = In -_0- LT;';-77;; ao ÷ T;-;-7"/_;-=i$-:-i'/_; '1

(f + 111)

- r;-:qT_7 'z ] IA6I
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and there will be similar expressions_ based on Eqs. (A3a)

and (A3c), for the other t_o bands, For all three, Ne find

<' ['n [ - -.oT; ;7;';i + 7;'-;-77;T-TT':-TTT;'al

• 77--2-_7_7az ] • (A 7 )

Because magnitudes are negative logs to the base Z.51Z°,,

Instead of natural logarithms, the equations for m0 and m"

are simi Izr to these_ but contain additional factors of

-1.0d57..,. The magnitudes, unl lt_e the extinction

coefficients (Nhlch are measured on an absolute scale)p

contain aci.3itive zero-point terms clue to the instrumental

sensitivity differences among bangs, Thust In terms of the

extra-atmospt_erlc monochromatic magnitudes m0, mlp anO

m , Ne have
Z

]-'["-'"',,, . [ in -_ TT-';-';7;; mo+

_ if + 1/21

t,i.os_z#

for the middle band at g - f s and corresponding equations,

mutatis mutandisp for the other two bands° Flnailyp

2 f
D_im_lllmollo _ o mm_ _

If + l/Z) (I' -Z/Z) 1

• [ 2_ Z toO+,.', , n II A o'/ cf + . _21 TT-;-777T-T;'-"-777'i" "l
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+ ......... m

I f - ll_.) Z 0
|A9)

at all three bands. Note that the factor of -1.0857... is

squared here, and hence positive. Also, the magnitudes m
0

to I here Impl0cttly contain zero-point terms that Bust
Z

be evaluated_ a constraint such as z + z ÷ z - 0
0 1 Z

must be imposecl to prevent the matrix of the normal

equations from oeing singular.

thus, the equation of condition for photometric

reductions is tl_e result of combining Eqs. (A_ - A9) Nith

Eq. (10] In the text. in this combination, note that the

terms containing a_, a", ml_ and mN atNays involve either

second derivatives alone, or squares or products of first

derivatives, so that the factor

Xl in I XJ Xo)
(A10i

may be removed from all terms. The quantity W in Eq. (AIO)

plays a role similar to that of the old parameter of the

same name in Eqs. (3.Z.bb) and (3.1.57) of Young [197_], but

the neN equations are more exact and involve feNer

approximations. In particular, Z no_ evaluate the second

derivatives of A and I explicitly from the clara, as Nell as

keepina the Io_laritnm function intact.
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The greater complexity of these equations is not a serious

obstacle to photometric reductions, zf we are to approach

the precision that has long been the prerogative of the

astrometrtsts_ tt is only reasonal)le that our equations

must begin to approach theirs in complexity. In any case_

computers are nox so large and fast that there is no

difficulty in solving for a slightly larger number of

parametersl here we have 3 magnitudes for each star_ 3

extinction coefficients for each night_ two independent

instrumental zero points (Nhtch should remain fixed If

the instrument Is Nell designed and constructedlJ the three

bandwidth parameters Ws one for each ban0_ and the parameter

f ttlat specifies the relative band spacing.

Thus_ only the last 6 parameters describe the

Instrumental systea. As Manfroia and Heck [1983_ 1986] have

sho_n_ even Bore instrumental parameters can be wel I

determined if data from several nights are combined. And_

in fact_ numerical experiments sho_ that tnese parameters

can be determineo adequately _ith a mooest number of

observations. A particular advantage of this more precise

model is that the data are represented more closely than

,ith the older approximatlons_ so that (if ti_e observations

are carefully done) the residuals from the least-squares

fit are smaller. This means that fewer observations per

parameter are requlrecl to reach a given level of precision.
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However; one must bear in mind that the model is useful

only If the bands overlap enough to satisfy the sampling

theorem. I have pointed out before [Young; 1976] that no

existing system does this. Further work is needed to

determine the necessary spacingj but preliminary numerical

experiments suggest that bands should be spaced about 1/Z

of their full width at half maximum. Thus; for bands as xlde

as those of the UBV system; a spacing on the order of ZOO A is

suggested,
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Table 1. Standard Deviations, Maximum Residuals, and Maximum

_xtrapolation Errors of Extinction Fits.

ai n e mIB_ ammmmm nn mDmmm mlmolm mm n m immam iD_mm_ amam Im mlRolm imlm_ollNm_mmmmBlmmm_lmDm_l m_ t O_ _

band overall middle band middle ban
Data set separation sta. dev. max.restd, max. error

m m m
Black bodies 300 A UoOUOOZ3 0.000033 0.0002

Parabol Ic 300 A 0.000078 U.00011 0o0006

Gunn-St ryk er ZOO A 0.000071 0.00023 0.0005

Gunn-StryKer ZOO A 0.000092 0.U002Z 0.0006

Gunn-St ryker 300 A _. 0_)020 0.00025 0.0008

Gunn-StryKer 500 A 0.00067 0.00050 O.0t),l_
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